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1. Introduction
Let G be a 4-fold transitive group on Ω. If the stabilizer of four points
i,j,k,l in G has an orbit of length one in Ω— {ij,k,l}y then G is S5, A6 or Mn
by a theorem of H. Nagao [2]. We now consider the case in which the sta-
bilizer of four points in G has an orbit of length two and have the following
results.
Theorem 1. Let G be a 4-fold transitive group on Ω= {1,2, ••-,#}. If
the stabilizer of four points in G has an orbit of length two, then G is SB.
Corollary. Let D be a 4-(^,Λ,λ) design, where k=5 or 6 and \=\ or 2.
If an automorphism group G of D is 4-fold transitive on the set of points of D, then
D is a 4-(ll,5,1) design or a trivial design: #4-(5,5,1) design,a4-(6,5,2,) design or
a 4-(6,6,1) design.
The case k=5 and λ=l has proved by H. Nagao [2]. Hence in this
paper we shall prove the remaining cases.
We shall use the same notations as in [3].
2. Proof of Theorem 1
Let G be a group satisfying the assumption of Theorem 1. If the order of
the stabilizer of four points in G is not divisible by three, then G=S6 by Theorem
of [7]. Hence from now on we assume that the order of the stabilizer of four
points in G is divisible by three and proceed by way of contradiction.
Let {/!,/2} be a G1234-orbit of length two and P be a Sylow 3-subgrouρ of
G1234. Then 7(P)2 {1,2,3,4,^}. By a theorem of E. Witt [9], NG(Pγ^ is
4-fold transitive on 7(P). By assumption, 3/f | (#G(P)/(p))i2341 and (NG(P)7^)1234
has an orbit {i1,i2}. Hence by Theorem of [7], NG(Py^=S6 and |7(P) | =6.
Hence G1234 has exactly one orbit {/!,/2} of length two and lengths of orbits
in Ω— {1,2,3,4,*!,^} are all divisible by three. Furthermore any Sylow 3-
subgroup of G1234 fixes exactly six points I,2,3,4,ii,i2.
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Let Q be a 3-subgrouρ of G such that the order of Q is maximal among all
3-subgroups of G fixing more than six points. Set N=NG(Q)I(0). Then for
any four points i,j,k,l of I(Q) any Sylow 3-subgroup of N
s jkι fixes exactly six
points iJ,k,l,i'J', where {**',/} is the unique Giik /-orbit of length two, and is
semiregular on I(Q) — {ij, k, I, i'J'}. Hence to complete the proof of Theorem 1,
it will suffice to show the following
Lemma. Let G be a permutation group on Ω={1,2, ••-,#}, where n>6.
Then it is impossible that G satisfies the following condition:
Let ij,k,l be any four points of Ω. Then there exist two points ilyi2 in Ω—
{ij,k,l} such that any Sylow 3-subgroup of Giίkl fixes six points ij,k,lfi1,i2
and is semiregular on Ω— {ijfkflfilyi2}.
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that G is a counter-example to
Lemma. For four points ij,k,llet i1)i2 be two points in Ω— {i,j,k,l} uniquely
determined by Sylow 3-subgrouρs of Gijkl. Set Δ(iJ,k,l)={iJ,kJ,i1,i2}.
Then {A(iJ,k,l)\iJ,k,l^Ω} forms a 4-(?;,6,1) design on Ω and G is an
automorphism group of this design.
We may assume that Δ(l,2,3,4)={1,2,3,4,5,6}. Let a be an element of
order three in G
λ 2 3 4. Then we may assume that
α = (l)(2) ..(6)(789) ..
Since a^NG(G17 89), there is an element b of order three in Gλ 7 8 9 such that ab=
ba. Then we may assume that
4 = (1) (2) (3) (4 5 6) (7) (8) (9).. .
Similarly G 4 7 8 9 has an element c of order three such that ac=ca. Since
Δ(1,7,8,9)ΦΔ(4,7,8,9), Δ(1,7,8,9)ΠΔ(4,7,8,9)-{7,8,9}. Hence Δ(4,7,8,9)
= {4,5,6,7,8,9} and we may assume that
c = (12 3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) . .
Then a Sylow 3-subgroup of <X#,c> has the same form as ζa,bycy on {1,2, •••,
9}. By assumption, 3/)/ |<(ΛJδJίr> l f2f...9 | and so the order of a Sylow 3-subgroup
of <#,£,£> is 33. Hence we may assume that <α,δ,£> is a 3-group. Then since
/(icA-1)3{l,2, —,9}, bcb'^=\. Hence <a,b,cy is an elementary abelian 3-
group.
Let r be the number of </z, 6>-orbits of length three. For a point i of a
<#,i>-orbit of length three, <0,δ>f is of order three and so exactly two elements
of (a, by — {1} fixes 1,2,3 and three points of the <X έ>-orbit containing i. Hence
2r^|<a,ft>—l|=8andsor^4. Since {4,5,6} and {7,8,9} are <α,6>-orbits
of length three, r=2,3 or 4.
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Suppose that <<z,έ,£> has an orbit of length nine. Since {ayb,cy is an
abelian group of order twenty-seven, (a,b,cy has an element of order three
fixing nine points of this <0, ό,£>-orbit of length nine, contrary to the assump-
tion. Thus the lengths of <^ό,£>-orbits are three or twenty-seven and every
it of length three is a <X#,£>-orbit.
Case I. r=4.
Assume that <*, i>-orbits of length three are {4,5,6}, {7,8,9}, {10,11,12}
and {13, 14, 15} . Then we may assume that
α = (l)(2) (6)(7.89)(10 11 12) (13 1415)-,
i = (l) (2) (3) (4 5 6) (7) (8) (9) (10 1112).-,
e = (1 2 3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10 11 12) ... .
Since \I(ab-l)\£6 and \I(ac'l)\ ^6, b=c=(l3 15 14) on {13,14,15}. Then
/(&Γ1) 3 {7, 8, --slS} and so \I(bc~l)\ ^9, contrary to the assumption.
Case II. r=ϊ or 3.
When r=2, <α,δ>-orbits of length three are {4,5,6} and {7,8,9}. If
|Ω|— 9, then we have a 4-(9,6, 1) design. Then the number of blocks is
ft'c'/o) wehich is not an integer. Thus |Ω|>9. Hence we may
(ϊ)
assume that
a = (1) (2) - (6) (7 8 9) (10 11 12) (13 14 15) (16 17 18)... ,
b = (1) (2) (3) (4 5 6) (7) (8) (9) (10 13 16) (11 14 17) (12 15 18).....
Then
άb = (1) (2) (3) (4 5 6) (7 8 9) (10 14 18) (11 15 16) (12 13 17) - ,
and /(#£)= {1,2,3}. Since <α,6,c> has no orbit of length nine, the lengths of
<#,δ,£>-orbits in {10,11, •••,#} are twenty-seven. Thus n=9 (mod 27) and
n>9.
Next when r=3, we may assume that <Xδ>-orbits of length three are
{4,5,6}, {7,8,9} and {10,11,12}. If |Ω|=12, then we have a 4-(12,6,l)
(Π)design. Then the number of blocks containing a given point is , . = * * ,/ 5 \ 5 - 4 - 3
which is not an integer. Thus | Ω| > 12. Hence we may assume that
α.= (l)(2) (6)(789)(10 11 12) (13 14 15) (16 17 18) (19 20 21) .•• ,
b = (1) (2) (3) (4 5 6) (7) (8) (9) (10 11 12) (13 16 19) (14 17 20)
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(151821)-.
Then
ab = (1) (2) (3) (4 5 6) (7 8 9) (10 12 11) (13 17 21) (14 18 19)
(15 16 20) - ,
and /(flδ)=:{l,2,3}. Then by the same reason as above n=l2 (mod 27) and
n>12.
For any two points ij, of {2,3, •••,6} set T(iJ)= {(^ i2 i3)\a=(i1 i2 z"3) and
ίJeΔίl,*"^,^)}. For any 3-cycle (lΊ^ίg) of a Δ(l,/1,/2,ί3)β=Δ(l,ί1,/2,ί3).
Hence there are two points zj in {2,3, ,6} such that Δ(l,t1,ί2,ι3)={l,ι,</,ί1,
ι"2, ί3}. Thus (ιΊ /2ίg) e Γ(/,y).
For any 3-cycle (if j' k'} of ab Δ(ί',j',k',\γb=Δ(i',j',k',\). Hence Δ(i',
/,&'J)= {/',/,&', 1,2,3}. Thus for any point ϊ of {4,5,—,w} Δ(l,2,3,ί')=
{1,2,3,*V>&'}> where (if jf k') is a 3-cycle of ab. Hence Γ(2,3)={(7 8 9)} or
{(7 8 9), (10 11 12)} for r=2 or 3 respectively.
Conversely for any two points ij of {2,3, •••, 6} if there is a 3-cycle (z\ iz i3)
of a such that (i1 ί2 /3)eΓ(/J), then Gt t ι ί 2 / 3 has an element V of order three
such that abr=Va. Since Δ(M\,/2,/3)nΔ(l,^,ί2,z3)2 {i,iι,ί2,ί3}, Δ(z,z1,z'2,z'3)
=Δ(l>ί1,/2,ί3)={l,ί,y,ίι>/2,ί3}. Then βό' is of order three and /(βδ7) ={1,1,7}.
Hence by the same argument as is used for Γ(2,3), \Γ(iJ)\=l or 2 for r=2
or 3 respectively.
Thus for any two points ij of {2,3, ,6} |Γ(ίJ)|^r— 1. On the other
hand the number of unordered pairs (/J), where ίje {2,3,- ,6}, is ί ^ WlO.
Hence the number of 3-cycles of a is at most 10(r—1).
Suppose that r=2. Then n^6+3 10—36. Since n=9 (mod 27) and
n>9, n=36. Thus we have a 4-(36,6,1) design. Then the number of blocks
(35)
containing a given point is ^ = * ' which is not an integer. Thus
(3)
rΦ2.
Suppose that r=3. Then n^β+3 -20=66. Since n=9 (mod 27) and n> 12,
w=39 or 66. If «=39, then we have a 4-(39,6,1) design. Then the number of
/39\
,. . . \4J 39 38.37 36 . . . . . ™ .„blocks is . , ( =-7—e—-
Λ
—ϊ-, which is not an integer. Ihus WΦ39./ o \ o 5 4 jU;
From now on we sasume that n=66. Then for any two points ij of {2,3, - >
6} there is a 3-subgroup fixing exactly three points l,i,j. Let il9z*2,z3 be any three
points of Ω. Then there is an element of order three which fixes exactly six
points containing /ι,/2,ί3. Then by the same argument as is usd for ay there is
a 3-subgrouρ fixing exactly three points *Ί,z'2,z*3. Thus by a theorem of D.
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Livingstone and A. Wagner [1], G is 3-fold transitive on Ω.
Let ΓΊ,Γ2 and Γ3 are G123-orbits such that 4eΓΊ, 7eΓ2 and 10eΓ3. For
any point i of Ω — {1,2,3} Δ(l,2,3,ί)= {1,2,3,i,j9k}> where ab=(ijk) »
Hence any element of order three and fixing exactly three points 1,2,3 has a
3-cycle (i j K) or (/ k j). Thus ζaby is a unique 3-subgroup of G1 2 3 which
is of order three and semiregular on Ω — {1,2,3}. Since G is 3-fold transitive
on Ω, for any three points /i,z"2,/3 there is a unique 3-subgroup of order three
which fixes exactly three points Zi,*'2,zV and is semiregular on Ω—{/i,/2,i3}.
Hence for a 3-cycle (13 17 21) of aby there is an element d of order three
such that /(</)= {13,17,21} and abc'=c'ab. Then we may assume that
.' = (12 3) (13) (17) (21).. .
Furthermore since {10,11,12} is a <#,ft>-orbit of length three, we may assume
that
c = ( l 2 3 ) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10 11 12)... ,
and <0, b, £> is semiregular on Ω — {1,2, , 12}.
Then since £~VeG123 and c fixes Γi, Γ2 and Γ3, d fixes ΓΊ, Γ2 and Γ3.
Assume that cr fixes {4,5,6}. Then Δ(4,5,6,13)C'=Δ(4,5,6,13). Hence
Δ(4,5,6,13)= {4,5,6,13,17,21}. On the other hand ac is an element of orαer
three fixing exactly three points 4,5,6. Hence ac fixes Δ(4,5,6,13). This a
contradiction since ac does not fix {13,17,21}. Thus cf does not fix {4,5,6}.
Similarly c' fixes neither {7,8,9} nor {10,11,12}. Since d fixes ΓΊ, Γ2 and Γ3>
{4,5,6)51^ {7,8,9} SΓ2 and {10,11,12}CΓ3.
Assume that G?i2 3 has an orbit of length six. Then we may assume that
{4,5,6,7,8,9}=Γ1=Γ2. Since d commutes with ab and fixes Γj, cf fixes
{4,5,6}, which is a contradiction. Thus G1 2 3 has no orbit of length six.
Assume that ΓΊ, Γ2 and Γ3 are three distinct G123-orbits. Since c fixes
Γ1,Γ2andΓ3, |Γt | ^3+27=30 (ί=l,2,3). Hence i Γ j U Γ ί U Γ s l ^90, which is
a contradiction.
Assume that ΓΊ=Γ2ΦΓ3. Since c fixes ΓΊ and Γ3, |ΓΊ | =6+27=33 and
IΓ3 | =3+27=30. Let R be a Sylow 11-subgroup of G123. Then since
1^1=33, /(/2)nΓ!=φ. Hence |/(Λ)|=33, 22 or 11. Since <β,i> is the
unique 3-subgroup of G1 2 3 which is of order three and is semiregular on Ω —
{1,2,3},R<CG(<a,by). Hence ab fixes I(R). Thus \I(R)\ =0 (mod 3) and sσ
|/(Λ)|=33. Since R is an 11-group (Φl), for any four points ij,k,l of
I(R) Δ(iJ,k,l)d(R). Thus we have a 4-(33,6,l) design on I(R). Then
the number of blocks containing given two points is ^ ^  7 = . ' ^ , which is
(2)
not an integer. Thus we have a contradiction.
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Hence Γ1=Γ2=Γ32{4,5,—,12}. Then since <a,b><G1239 the lengths of
<?123-orbits in {4,5, ,66} are all divisible by nine. On the other hand | {4,5,
-••,66} I is not divisible by twenty-seven. Hence any Sylow 3-subgroup of
<7123 has an orbit of length nine. Let Q be a Sylow 3-subgrouρ of G1 2 3 and
./ a point of a Q-orbit of length nine. If 0,-Φl, tnen \^(Qί)\=z^ and Qi *s
semiregular on Ω—I(Q) by the assumption. Then since | Ω—I(Qi) 1—60, | Q{ \
=3. Thus 10|=9 or 9-3.
Assume that ΓΊ— {4,5, , 12}. Since d fixes I\ but does not fix {4,5,6},
Λve may assume that
c' = (l2 3) (4 7 10) (5 8 12) (6 9 11) - .
Then
c
f
c~
l
 = (1) (2) (3) (4 7 12 5 8 11 6 9 10) ••• .
'Since a Sylow 3-subgroup of (a^yC'c^y has the same form as ζa9b,c'c~ly on
{1,2,•••,12}, we may assume that (a^b^c'c'^ is a 3-subgroup. Then since
\ζa,b,c'c~1y\=9 3, (a,b,c'c~ly is a Sylow 3-subgroup of G123.
Suppose that (a,b,cfc~ly has an orbit of length nine in {13,14, •••,66}.
Since | {13,14,—,66} | =54, The number of <α A ^ ~ ^ -orbits of length nίne
in {3,4,"^66} is at least four. Let (il i2 /3) be a 3-cycle of a contained in a
<(a3byc'c~ly-orb'ιt of length nine. Then \ζa,bίc'c~1yi23i1i2i3\=3 and so two
non-identity elements of <α, b,c'c~l\
 2 3 ίχ f 2 , 3 fixes exactly six points 1,2,3, il9 /2, i3.
Thus ζayb,c'c~
ly has at least 4 3 2=24 elements which fix exactly six points.
On the other hand since (c/c~1)3=ab9 <c'c~ly is semiregular on fl— {1,2,3}.
Thus \ζa,b,c'c~ly\ ^24+9—33, which is a contradiction. Thus Γx is the only
xXόX^Γ^-orbit of length nine.
Let / be any point in {4,5, ,66}. Then G1 2 3 has an element x of order
three and fixing i. Then by the same argument as is used for ^a.byc'c'1^^ there
is a Sylow 3-subgrouρ of G1 2 3 which has exactly one orbit of length nine con-
taining /. Since this Sylow 3-subgroup is conjugate to (a,b3c'c~ly in G123,
<7123 is transitive on {4,5, ,66}, which is a contradiction. Thus Γj is not a
<?123-orbit. This implies that G1 2 3 has no orbit of length nine.
Suppose that G1 2 3 is intransitive on {4,5, ,66}. Since c fixes Γ\, IΓJ
=9+27=36. Thus G123-orbits on {4,5,—,66} are Γx and one orbit of
length twenty-seven. Then G1 2 3 has a non-identity 3-element fixing a point
of the G l23-orbit of length twenty-seven. Thus a Sylow 3-subgrouρ of G1 2 3
is of order more than twenty-seven, which is a contradiction.
Thus G1 2 3 is transitive on {4,5, ,66}. Hence G is 4-fold transitive on
.^ Let P be a Sylow 2-subgroup of Gl 2 3 4. Then by Corollary of [4], | I(P) \ =4.
Since Δ(l,2,3,4)= {1,2,-,6}, {5,6} is a G1234-orbit. By Corollary of [5],
{l,2, ,6}=/(α) and |P:P5|=2.
Suppose that P5 is semiregular on {7,8, -,66}. Then since |P:P5|=2,
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lengths of P-orbits on {7,8, •••,66} are \P\ or |P|/2. Hence for any point i
of {7,8, - , 66}, I Pi I = 1 or 2. Then by Corollary 1 of [6], | Ω | Φ 66, which is
a contradiction. Thus P5 is not semiregular on {7,8, --^όδ}.
For any three points iyjyk of {1,2,-- ,6} there is an element x of order
three fixing exactly three points ij,k. Then since <#> is the unique 3-sub-
group of Gijk which is of order three and semiregular on Ω— {tj,k}, [#,#]=!
and so x fixes I(ά). Hence ^eCG(G/(e)). Let H be a subgroup generated by
all elements of order three fixing exactly three points ij, k, where ij, k run over
all three points of {1,2,—,6}. Then #<CG(G/ω) and HI^=A6.
Since H<CG(ά), H induces a permutation group on the set of 3-cycles of a.
Let K be a subgroup of H fixing {7,8,9}. Since Δ(7,8,9,1)= {7,8, 9,1,2,3}
and Δ(7,8,9,4)= {7,8,9,4,5,6}, any element of K fixes or interchanges {1,2,3}
and {4,5,6}. Let K be a subgroup of H which fixes or interchanges {1,2,3}
and {4,5,6}. Then K<K and \R*w\ =6 3 2. If {l,2,3,i,j,k} is a block
and (ij k) is a 3-cycle of a, then (ij k)=(7 8 9) or (10 11 12). Similarly if
{4,5,6,ίj,&} is a block and (/y &) is a 3-cycle of β, then (i j k)=(7 8 9) or
(10 11 12). Hence any element of Kl fixes or interchanges {7,8,9} and {10,11,
12}. Hence \K:K\=l or 2.
Since |#:lt| = |4sl/6 3 2==10, \H:K\ =10 or 20. Since a has twenty
3-cycles, H is transitive or has two orbits of length ten on the set consisting
of 3-cycles of a. Furthermore for any 3-cycle (i j k) of a H has a subgroup
which is transitive on {i,j,k}. Hence H is transitive or has two orbits of length
thirty on {7,8, ,66}.
Since P5 is not semiregular on {7,8,•••,66}, there is a non-identity ele-
ment y in P5 which has a fixed point i in {7,8, , 66}. Then since H< CG(y)>
I(y)Sιff. Hence H has two orbits on {7,8, —,66} and so \I(y)\ =6+30=36.
Then since G is a 4-fold transitive group of degree sixty-six, we have a con-
tradiction by a theore of W. A. Manning (See [8], Theorem 15.1). Thus we
complet the proof of Theorem 1.
3. Proof of Corollary
(i) Let D be a 4-(ϋ,5,2) design. Let {1,2,3,4,/J and {I,2,3,4,ί2} be
two blocks containing {1,2,3,4}. Then G1 234 fixes {/ι,/2} If {*Ί} and {h}
are G12 3 4-orbits, then G—A$ by a theorem of H. Nagao [2]. Hence D is a
4-(6,5,2) design. If {il9i2} is a G1234-orbit, then G=S6 by Theorem 1.
Hence D is also a 4-(6,5,2) design.
(ii) Let D be a 4-(ΐ;,6,1) design. Then by the same reason as (i), D is a
4-(6,6,1) design.
(iii) Let D be a 4-(τ>,6,2) design. Let {1,2,3,4,/1,yι} and {I,2,3,4,z2j2}
be two blocks containing {1,2,3,4}. Then G1 2 3 4 fixes {z*ι,/ι,/2,y2} and | {/Ί,/ι>
^2^2} I =3 or 4. If G 1 2 3 4 has an element which has a 3-cycle on {iι,j1,i2,j2}»
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then there are at least three blocks containing {1,2,3,4}, which is a contradic-
tion.
Let P be a Sylow 3-subgrouρ of G1 2 3 4. Then I(P)S{i,293949iι9jι9ι29J2}
Hence by Theorem of [7], |/(P)|=11 or 12 and NG(Py^=Mn or M12. If
NG(Pγ^=M12y then (NG(P)I^)12 3 4 is transitive on 7(P)-{1,2,3,4}. This
is a contradiction since the number of blocks containing {1,2,3,4} is two.
If NG(PY^=MU9 then a subgroup of NG(P)/(F> fixing {1,2,3,4} as a set has
two orbits of length one and six. Hence by the same reason as above, we have
a contradiction. Thus we complete the proof of Corollary.
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